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FENCE BOOKS, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 196 x 142 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. James Shea s first book Star in the Eye won the Fence Modern Poets
Series, and garnered widespread acclaim with rave reviews in the Times Literary Supplement,
Boston Review, Colorado Review, and the Chicago Sun-Times, which named it a Favorite Book of
the Year (2008). His follow-up, The Lost Novel, comes on the heels of that praise and the
anticipation that s been building since his stunning debut. Equal parts deep trouble and heavy
pleasure, The Lost Novel is make-up that gets its real on at the ever-breaking mirror we call the
world. Lo and behold: James Shea is the James Shea of poetry. --Graham Foust Though There s
really no dimension / to what we should know, Shea s peripatetic second collection, The Lost
Novel, takes us on a mysterious quest, by foot and by car, through rain and through fire, into our
restless unknowing, where unreasonable questions that refer to a lost text of spiritual and material
imperative--the missing bible of this spare universe--undermine and trouble our impossible pilgrim
s progress. How shall we proceed? And how will we...
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ReviewsReviews

A top quality publication along with the font used was intriguing to read. I really could comprehended everything using this written e ebook. Its been
designed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only a er i finished reading through this publication by which basically altered me, modify the
way i believe.
-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.

Very useful to all of group of people. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will planning to study yet again once again down the road. I am
just very easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a created book.
-- Mark Bernier-- Mark Bernier
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